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• Academic – Phoebe Singer, Ellie Chance & Joseph   

 Griffiths long-listed for prestigious Erasmus Essay   

 prize; Ewan Atkinson awarded sought-after Arkwright  

 Engineering Scholarship

• Music – James Cobb performs with Royal College of  

 Music Chamber Choir at Albert Hall & is awarded ‘Most  

  Promising Singer’ at Woking Music Festival; Jack   

 Spooner commended (top 30) in the Lyric Competition

• Drama - Keir Edkins-O’Brien appears as Leon in   

 Eurypides’s ‘Medea’ at Gate Theatre, Notting Hill; Tom  

 Atkins is one of main narrators in ‘A Christmas Carol’ at  

 The Rose Theatre, Kingston

• FutureTech – Robotics team win ‘Best Robot   

 Performance’ in FLL competition

• Rugby – Toby Dabell & Ed Scott selected for Surrey U18s

• Tennis  - U13 team win National Finals making us top GB  

 boys’ tennis school for 5th consecutive year 

• Hockey – Meg Dowthwaite wins Eng U18 bronze at  

 European Champs; Joss Mitchison & Marcus Mahne  

 represent Eng U18 at Youth Games; Catherine Ledesma  

 selected for Eng U18 Academy

• Athletics – Elliot Laville wins GB team Bronze in World  

 Biathlete Champs; Mack Downey wins Regional Triathlon  

 series & comes 8th in British Biathlon Champs;   

 Jemma Wood wins U20 4 x 200m Surrey County relay

• Swimming - Luke Edwards, Andrew Roy & James   

 Chambers qualify for Nationals on an individual basis;  

 Tabbi McCormick & Andrew Roy selected for Surrey in  

 National Championships in Sheffield

• Skiing – 14 racers chosen for National squads,   

 surpassing previous best selection of 12    

 skiers from Reed’s in 2014

• Figure Skating - James Melville wins Advanced Novice  

 Men 2015/16 at British Figure Skating Championships

Cover: scene from ‘The Impresario’



The Art department has been busy taking groups of students 

out on trips to gather research material for this term’s projects. 

The A Level Fine Art group visited the BP Portrait Awards in the 

National Portrait Gallery and took part in a workshop at the V&A 

using experimental drawing techniques. Fifth Form GCSE artists 

spent a day at Tate Britain looking at Twentieth Century art for 

inspiration, and the Barbara Hepworth exhibition to support their 

buildings project, whilst AS Graphics and Photography students 

went to Portsmouth Historic Dockyard and Gunwharf Quay and had 

good fortune as the sun came out, which helped their photographs 

no end! The First Form went to the farm to draw animals and then a  

twilight trip for 45 students headed off to Tate Modern to see ‘Pop 

goes the World’.                           Alison Johnson, Head of Art

The drama department took part in two outstanding Drama 

Festivals this term and came away with Best Actor nominations, 

a trophy for Best Backstage Management and praise from a 

judge on the younger boys’ effective use of Shakespeare’s text. 

Sixth Form actors performed Sarah Ruhl’s version of ‘Eurydice’ as 

part of the Woking Drama Festival - one of the largest amateur 

theatre festivals in the country with hotly contested competition. 

The adjudicator said “This difficult piece was thoughtfully realised. 

You certainly captured the poignancy of the play and found a simple 

way of staging it... a charming and beguiling piece of theatre, and 

one that the audience thoroughly enjoyed.” She also commented 

on the quality of the actors saying Flossie Wilson-Gunn, as the title 

character, gave ‘a super performance’, Tom O’Reilly, as Orpheus, 

was ‘sympathetic and sensitive’, Cameron Williams, as Eurydice’s 

father, was ‘sincere’ and that Finn Turbitt-Lewis has ‘a wonderful 

voice and a good stage presence’. Flossie Wilson-Gunn received 

a nomination for Best Actor under 21 and we were awarded the 

trophy for Best Backstage Management. 

Later in the term a cast of twenty-five First and Second Form 

boys took part in The Shakespeare Schools Festival presenting 

their production of the classic tragedy ‘Julius Caesar’ at The 

Leatherhead Theatre. The Shakespeare Schools Festival is an 

annual, national festival and is the largest youth theatre festival in 

The UK. It served as an excellent introduction to Shakespeare’s 

work with the boys taking a keen interest in the play and working 

hard to get underneath the language in what is one of his most 

complex plays. Their hard work paid off as the adjudicator praised 

the boys’ efforts to use the text properly. He explained that it was 

rare to see young performers really understand everything they say 

when performing in the festival, especially in ‘Julius Caesar’, but it 

was clear the Reed’s cast worked hard to find meaning in every line.

     Tim Silk, Director of Drama
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DRAMA inspiring Festival awards...

The main school production of ‘The Impresario’ did not fail to 

impress in any aspect.  The pre-show fairground attractions built 

up a great sense of fun and expectation. Inside the amazingly 

constructed big top (hats off to the tech team), the gradual and 

completely unnecessary collapse of egos and relationships was 

brilliantly portrayed amidst the colour and showmanship of the 

circus. The students took on bold but very human characters which 

completely engaged the audience. From the Welsh lion’s bottom, 

mincing acrobats and nervous clowns to the self-absorbed and 

instantly dislikeable circus ‘inspector’ and the Ringmaster who lost 

his illusion of mastery, this was a play that was carried on strong 

performances by the whole cast.             Rev Andrew Winter  

THE ARTS

DRAMA main school production ‘The Impresario’ impresses...

      ‘The Impresario’         ‘Eurydice’     ‘Julius Caesar’

Pupils at Tate Britain

ART the department goes forth...
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THE ARTS

The Autumn Concert

Our new Steinway B grand piano arrived at Reed’s in November. 

This beautiful addition to our music programme has been 

generously funded through the support of Reed’s parents and FORS. 

We are proud to be part of the Steinway initiative and to have started 

on our path to becoming an All-Steinway school. As part of this 

initiative we will have access to Steinway artists for performances 

and masterclasses, along with private events at Steinway Hall. A few 

weeks before the Steinway arrived some pupils and staff were invited 

to visit the Steinway factory in Hamburg to see how the pianos are 

made and to choose the new piano for the Ensemble Room.

A Steinway & Sons Experience – report from Ewan 
Atkinson, Lower Sixth Form, Arkwright Scholar

The day started early at 5:00am; however, we knew it would be a 

truly memorable one as the Headmaster, Mr Barnett (a Governor), 

Mr Carnegie, Mr Millington, Mrs Bartram, Oscar Shepherd, Dylan 

Price and I were visiting the Steinway & Sons factory in Hamburg 

to find out how they made pianos and to choose the new piano for 

our Ensemble Room in the Music School. The first thing that caught 

my eye in the factory was a model of the piano key mechanism that 

only Steinway & Sons use. This mechanism dates back to 1720 

and was adopted by them early in the progression of their pianos. 

However, through remarkable engineering, the mechanism has 

been enhanced so that whilst it can hit a string to give off a beautiful 

note, the hammer silently drops back down into a position where it 

can be played repeatedly, without muffling the sound. 

As we journeyeded through the factory it became evident why 

Steinway & Sons is perceived to be the best piano manufacturing 

company in the world. The entire framework for the piano and 

interior structures is made from natural wood that has been grown 

in absolutely perfect conditions to obtain a uniform grain, in order 

to carry the sound more fluidly throughout the piano. Therefore, as 

can be expected, to maintain the very prestigious Steinway name 

the piano must go through several quality control tests. If there is 

the slightest dent in the frame or even a poor quality grain, which 

could affect the sound, the part is discarded, as it is not to the 

standard Steinway requires. We were fortunate enough to witness 

the workmen constructing all the individual pieces, bit by bit, and 

see the incredible manpower and machine force that turn 12,000 

individual pieces into a Steinway piano. This was amazing to observe 

as we saw how a simple tree is used to produce the most brilliant 

piece of engineering that I have ever come across. 

After lunch we went to the testing room to select the piano with 

the sound that would best suit our Ensemble Room. Although a 

piano may be of the same make, by adjusting the tension in the 

wires and the power of the keys, different sounds can be made.  On 

entering I was astounded to see a large expanse completely filled 

with Steinway grand pianos, all in rows depending on their type. The 

whole experience of seeing the progression from tree in the factory 

to finished product in the testing room, which we were then able to 

play, was truly remarkable. 

It was a great privilege selecting the piano for the school; we were 

able to play many types of Steinways, noting the different sounds 

between them and the ease of play. We chose a piano which was 

easy to play, but had a strong sound - very suitable for the Ensemble 

Room. The Steinway piano will not only benefit the Music Department, 

but will enhance the School’s musical capabilities overall.”

At the Steinway Factory                      Choosing the piano              Mr Carnegie tests out the new Steinway 

The Autumn Concert was a riot of instrumental and vocal colour. 

It opened with the Reed’s Orchestra performing Mozart’s Overture 

from ‘The Abduction of the Seraglio’ and Vaughan Williams’ 

‘Folk Songs from Somerset’ with power and supreme accuracy. 

The Lower School Orchestra followed with a brilliant rendition of 

Morricone’s ‘The Good, The Bad and The Ugly’ bringing cheers of 

appreciation from the audience who were then treated to captivating 

performances from the Star Quartet, the Guitar Ensembles, the 

Brass Ensemble and the Clarinet Ensemble. The stage was then 

filled by the Jazz Orchestra and the Wind Band who performed 

with great authority and gave scintillating performances of pieces 

by Pharrell Williams and Billy Idol. The evening served not only to 

reaffirm the strength of musical performance within the school by 

our established musicians, but also to introduce a large number of 

talented newcomers to the fray who will ultimately determine our 

course in the coming years.          Iain Carnegie, Director of Music

MUSIC our new Steinway piano arrives...

MUSIC an amazing Autumn concert...

“



Seventeen students in the Upper Sixth From completed their 

Extended Project Qualification (EPQ), and the Presentations 

Evening was a very successful conclusion to their projects. We 

welcomed families, school governors, staff and members of the 

Senior Management Team and the students were pleased to be 

supported in this way and did a good job of hosting the evening.

The EPQ includes teaching on higher academic skills. Students 

work on their own, with fortnightly meetings with their supervisors, 

members of our teaching staff who kindly volunteer and meet 

with their students frequently, commenting on each stage of the 

project, and are available for advice. All the students confidently 

delivered polished presentations. The way in which they answered 

questions from the audience and their supervisors showed great 

understanding of their chosen topics. They made real progress in 

gaining independence and academic skills which will be a great 

asset as they start university.     Ruth Harris, Head of EPQ

Our series of FutureTech Lectures was kicked off by a 

thought-provoking presentation from David Smith, a Reed’s 

parent and Futurologist, on Future Trends, Future Learning and 

Future Careers, providing a fascinating insight into how we will 

be living in the next five to thirty years. The themes ranged from 

vehicles controlled purely by thought to 3D-printed aircraft by 2050 

and sensors transmitting from the human body reporting on our 

well-being. 

Second Formers were challenged to think about a more current 

form of new energy source when they were tasked with 

building a working model wind turbine using paper, cardboard 

and plastic, which would be attached to a generator and the electric 

output measured, all in less than two hours! The teams were able 

to use the full resources of FutureTech and some creative designing 

and excellent teamwork produced quality functioning models 

which were then presented by all 12 groups. The presentation, 

design and efficiency were judged by Hassana Ahmed from the 

Smallpeice Trust who kindly ran the session.

The current GreenPower Challenge team took ‘FutureTech1’ 

to the TopGear track at Dunsfold for the London and South 

East heat. The 90-minute race must include three driver changes 

but just one set of batteries. The weather was perfect, the drivers 

slick and the car ran like a dream; however, competition from top-

flight prototype machines limited our position to the upper mid-

field. Compared to similar kit cars our performance was strong 

with only three examples covering greater distances. Our own 

prototype ‘FutureTech2’ is in development which will make us more 

competitive in subsequent races.

A team of pupils went to the annual FLL Robotics Competition 

at the University of Kent. They had been designing and 

programming a robot to perform various missions and tasks based 

on the theme of Recycling and Reuse. The boys were extremely 

proud to win the award for Best Robot Performance on the day, 

narrowly missing out on the overall competition winners. A special 

engineering team effort!

On the pure science front four pupils obtained their British 

Association of Science Silver Crest Awards, requiring 

30 hours of project work in the field of science and technology. 

Topics included the impact of the allotropes of carbon – especially 

graphene—on modern materials; the use of preservatives in the 

process of bread making and investigation of some of the design 

features of The Shard building in London. Dr Debi Linton from the 

University of Reading presented the Awards and was impressed 

with depth of their studies. Reed’s hosted the regional round of 

the Top of the Bench Competition which tests practical chemical 

skills and knowledge. When the scores were tallied Reed’s won the 

event jointly with St Paul’s School; however, only one school could 

proceed to the final round and we lost on the deciding question! 

The boys showed they could compete with the very best and we 

were extremely proud of them.
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   EPQ students at their Presentations Evening

EPQ students give confident, polished presentations...

FUTURETECH NEWS lectures, awards and challenges...

ACADEMIC

Making wind turbine models              Greenpower Challenge team with ‘FutureTech1’    FLL team ‘Best Robot Performance’ award



The Classics department took a group of students for the trip of 

a lifetime to the Bay of Naples, visiting such marvels as Mount 

Vesuvius, Capri and Pompeii. The latter was the highlight of the trip 

- bringing to life all that the boys had learnt. A highly entertaining talk 

on ‘Magic and Curses’ in the ancient world by Dr Arbabzadah 

from Pembroke College, Cambridge, fascinated Latin and Classical 

Civilisation pupils who particularly enjoyed the challenge of translating 

some curses themselves. Younger pupils took part in a ‘Classics in 

Art Competition’ to highlight the great variety of art from the era. 

The overall winner, with an outstanding model of Myron’s ‘discus 

thrower’, was Lloyd La Ronde.     Kate Morland, Head of Classics

The Debating Society had a busy term starting with a parliamentary 

debating workshop organised by the Oxford Union at King’s School, 

Winchester, where pupils had to structure a political debate with the 

help of a seasoned Oxford debater. Society Debates in the library 

have included motions such as ‘This House believes that technology 

will do us more harm than good’ which explored the future and 

considered whether artificial intelligence would ever render human 

beings obsolete. The Society then enjoyed its greatest success at 

Cambridge Union Schools’ Debating at Dulwich College. The 

A team finished 7th in a field of the top 28 independent and state 

schools from the South East, debating 3 motions with only 15 minutes 

preparation time for each.      Amanda Trehearn, Head of English

To celebrate the 200th anniversary of the Battle of Waterloo the 

History department took the Third Form on a two day tour, highlights 

of which included a trip up the imposing Lion Mound, a superb new 

multi-media experience at the Chateau de Hougoumont and many 

a riveting tale of Napoleon’s desperate assaults on the British ridge. 

“Following in the footsteps of men who gave their tomorrow for our 

today. One of the most informative trips I have ever been on…the 

surroundings brought thoughts and feelings which I could not have 

accessed in a classroom” commented pupil Paul Brown-Bampoe.

Some of the GCSE historians visited Berlin for the weekend to 

witness a number of different aspects of an incredible city that has 

been at the epicentre of some of the Twentieth Century’s most 

monumental events. Tommy Tenenbaum, Fourth Form said, “We left 

with memories and stories of some of the most beautiful architectural 

works but also of the monstrous atrocities committed from the start 

of the Nazi era to the end of the Cold War. The trip was an amazing 

insight into world history.”

More local History trips this term have included a visit to the National 

Maritime Museum for the Second Form who are currently studying 

the Spanish Armada. Sixth Formers weren’t left out, attending 

lectures on Tudor finance and iearning how revisionist Historians 

have shattered Henry VII’s reputation as a gnarled, embittered 

Dickensian miser amongst other facts and insight from four of the 

country’s leading Tudor Historians.   Adam Waller, Head of History

Fifth Form Geographers headed south to the Jurassic Coast to 

observe a whole series of brilliant examples of coastal processes 

and landforms in order to improve their understanding of these in 

advance of their IGCSE. Pupils were able to see the Hurst spit, 

evidence of cliff collapse at Barton-on-Sea, erosion at Lulworth 

Cove, hard engineering at Swanage and the beauty of the sand 

dunes of Studland Bay. A team of Reed’s finest geographical minds 

participated in the inaugural Geographical Association Worldwise 

Quiz – up against teams from other top independent schools the 

boys fought an almighty battle of wits that tested their knowledge 

of UK landmarks, OS map skills and Google Earth landscapes. 

Ultimately, they couldn’t prevail against several older teams but 

seventh place out of sixteen was a fine effort from a fresh-faced 

squad of enthusiasts.            Jon Ross, Head of Geography

Sixth Formers studying Business Studies and Design & Technology 

visited the BMW Mini factory in Oxford to learn about the very latest 

in car manufacture. The students learnt that basic body shells and 

chassis are assembled in an area where robots outnumber humans 

by a hundred to one and take care of all the welding and assembly. 

The visit was a fascinating insight into modern manufacturing and 

the clean and quiet environment certainly challenged many pre-

conceived ideas about the inside of a factory. A presentation on the 

engaging insight into the modern method of Network Marketing 

was given by Arbonne International, a business in the health and 

beauty industry. This was a good opportunity for students to see the 

application of a business model in the ‘real world’ and opened their 

eyes to broader opportunities in the workplace. 

        Stephen Whiteley, Head of Economics & Business Studies
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ACADEMIC TRIPS & EVENTS to expand knowledge...

   Visiting the BMW Mini factory in Oxford

   Pupils at the Berlin Wall 

ACADEMIC



The U13 tennis team competed in the Regional rounds of the 

National Schools Tennis Championships this term. In a competition 

that has one of the largest entries across any sport with over 700 

teams competing for the top prize, we secured impressive wins to 

qualify for the National Finals to compete against the top three other 

schools in the country.  Here we comfortably beat Merchiston Castle 

and Foremarke Hall meaning that in the final, we faced number one 

seeds Bournemouth Collegiate School. The match started well with 

a doubles win for the second pair but then came defeat for our first 

pair. The first two individuals played brilliantly to take fine wins but in 

the final game four nail-biting match points were needed to finally 

secure the title for Reed’s. In doing so, we became U13 National 

Champions for 2015 for the sixth time since 2006 and Reed’s 

officially became the number one boys’ tennis school in GB for the 

fifth consecutive year.            Adrian Blackman, Head of Tennis

The dry ski race season opened with the boys’ U19B team  

benefitting from a couple of bad runs by the A team and nudging 

ahead of them to claim the Regional title for the seventh consecutive 

year. The U19 girls team were pipped to the post by fractions of a 

second to 2nd place. The U16A team also retained their Regional 

title and at the English finals no other school could match their quality 

so they cruised to National U16 Champions for the sixth time. The 

girls’ team faced a really tough contest but they held off challenges 

from Surbiton and Portsmouth and came out as winners of the 

title of National Champions for a third time. The National Schools 

Championships afforded a grand finale to the season with over 160 

racers from 40 different schools. In a remarkable day of racing the 

girls team put in an awesome first set of runs and held on to win the 

title of British Schools Champions for the first time. The boys’ A team 

were in 3rd place after the first runs but held their nerve and went on 

to win the title - British Schools Champions for the third time in four 

years.  The race concluded our most successful dry slope season 

ever with probably the unique achievement of both boys and girls 

teams as British Schools Champions! Mark Vernon, Head of Skiing

The swimmers have had a very successful term too – the senior 

boys retained their Surrey championship crowns and qualified 

for the Nationals. Held at the London Aquatic Centre the team swan 

extremely well in the Medley relay and finished in fourth place. The 

Freestyle relay was going to be tight though as all 10 qualifying teams 

qualified within 4 seconds of one another. You couldn’t separate the 

teams during the race and the lead changed at every leg. In a terrific 

final lap we clawed back from sixth place with every stroke to touch 

in third. Bronze at Senior Nationals is a deserved first for Reed’s! 

   Jono Douthwaite, Head of Swimming

The squash teams have had a positive term – the 1st V drew 

Charterhouse in the group stages of the National Schools 

competition. They had beaten us last year and gone on to claim third 

in the country, but this year we secured an excellent victory for the 

team in the final deciding match. The other fixture against St John’s 

was won 8-0 with all eight matches being won 3-0. 

       Jonathan Wright, Head of Squash
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SPORTING ROUND-UP FOR THE AUTUMN TERM
Tennis - U13 National Champs...

Skiing, swimming & squash - more successes...

    Swim team - Bronze at Senior Nationals           Girls’ British Schools’ Champions        Ellie Trew leading the girls to victory

National Schools’ U13 Tennis Champions 2015

SPORT



It has been another really successful season for rugby, especially 

as our target of a fifty percent win ratio was comfortably achieved. 

The 1st XV were always going to find it hard to follow last year’s 

amazing achievement of being one of the top teams in the country, 

but the players gave their all with excellent effort, achieving 9 wins 

and just 2 losses. There were many good victories but the two that 

stood out were the wins against Oratory and the local derby against 

St. John’s. 

The other senior teams have had exciting seasons. On an ever-

improving circuit the 2nds had a solid return from a team made up  

of predominantly Lower Sixth Formers. Just missing out on a 50% 

win ratio four of their losses were by less than 5 points. The 3rd XV 

have played an exciting brand of rugby, under a new coaching team.

Improved understanding allowed the U16’s to secure some decent 

wins. The As played good rugby but a long injury list limited their 

selection on occasions. All season the Bs have been on fire, winning 

the majority of their games whilst sending a stream of players 

upwards to assist with the As. This is a year group I’m very much 

looking forward to working with over the next two years.

The U15s struggled at times due to injuries but as an age group 

there has been a marked improvement and, next year, when they 

can lift in the line out, they will be a force to be reckoned with. Three 

players have recently had Surrey trials too.

A great deal of improvement has taken place in the U14 age 

group. There is strength in depth, with some players in the Surrey 

Development Squad and others involved in Academies. The A team 

enjoyed a great weekend on tour in Bath over half term and we 

have managed to put out A to D teams when the opposition could 

provide a match. The Bs had the most successful season of all 

teams based on results alone, achieving a remarkable 89% win rate.  

    Tony Talbot, Head of Rugby
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SPORTING ROUND-UP FOR THE AUTUMN TERM
Rugby ...

It has been a season of great achievements, new initiatives and 

further international successes for Girls Hockey at Reed’s. 

The 1st XI had a season of unparalleled success, losing only 2 

of the 28 games played and scoring 77 goals. They reached the 

South Finals, finishing a highly creditable third; won the plate at the 

St George’s 6s and reached the quarter-finals of the Independent 

Schools Cup meaning they are now only two games away from the 

finals at the Olympic Hockey Park. The 2nd XI had a season of two 

halves. In the early weeks good results were tough to come by as 

the girls were developing as a group. In the second half of term they 

reaped the benefit of their hard work and achieved some outstanding 

results. The 3rd XI had a record-breaking year achieving a win record 

of over 70% and scoring more goals than ever before in the process. 

The success of the 3rd XI is very encouraging and shows the 

continued development of our program and the importance of sport 

for all. For the first time ever we’ve had a regular 4th team; the girls  

worked hard throughout the term making great progress with their 

skills. The season finished with the annual Girls Hockey Dinner at 

which Team GB player Sarah Haycroft presented awards and gave a 

very inspiring speech which will hopefully push the girls on further in 

the future.   Ben Edwards, Head of Girls Hockey

Girls’ Hockey - a season of unparalleled success...

The 1st XV team

U14s versus St John’s

1st XV versus Christ Hospital

SPORT



There have been many activities this term for our students to 

help them with their progress into the real world after Reed’s. 

For Oxbridge applicants a day of workshops, presentations and 

interviews all helped them prepare for the next stage of the vigorous 

application process. After a workshop on critical thinking, subject-

specific workshops and a fantastic presentation led by a tutor 

from the Oxford admission team the students received two mock 

interviews. Crucial to this part of the day were visiting Oxbridge 

Old Reedonians who interviewed students and were able to share 

some of their own experiences of the interview process. Later 

in the term they all attended subject-specific mock interviews at 

St John’s Leatherhead providing valuable experience in being 

interviewed in an unfamiliar location by an unknown person.

Three Old Reedonians, who are at various stages of their careers 

within the banking industry, came along to the Future Careers 

Banking Seminar where they delivered a fascinating and valuable 

insight into the complex world of banking to an audience of 

parents and students. 

A group of Reed’s students took part in a one-day ‘World of Work’ 

workshop at Unilever’s main UK Office in Leatherhead. The day 

focused on developing the students’ employability skills and a 

carousel of activities included a CV clinic, ‘a day in the life of’, 

interview techniques, job applications and paths into the workplace. 

Students in Capel delivered lunchtime workshop sessions in 

preparation for the Fifth Form January mock GCSE examinations. 

They focused on helping pupils with organisation, revision skills 

and time management. They produced a holiday revision timetable 

and were able to ask Sixth Formers for tips on their own approaches 

to revision techniques.        Sarah Butler, Head of FE & Careers

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Spring Term 2016

LIFE AFTER REED’S
Oxbridge Day & Future Careers...
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Oxbridge Day (above)        Banking Seminar (below)

Saturday 27th February
FORS Quiz Night at 7:00pm in the Assembly Hall. 

Contact Suzi Poole at suzi.poole@homecall.co.uk

Wednesday 2nd March
Future Careers Evening at 7pm in the Assembly Hall. 

Contact Ed Whiffin on 01932 869089 or 

ewhiffin@reeds.surrey.sch.uk

Thursday 3rd March
Spring Concert at 7:30pm in St John’s, Smith Square, 

London. Tickets from the box office 020 7222 1061

Saturday 5th March
Open Morning from 10:00 am for all year groups. 

Contact the Registrar on 01932 869001 or 

admissions@reeds.surrey.sch.uk

Tuesday 8th & Wednesday 9th March 
Middle School Production of ‘The Golden Ass’  

at 7:30pm in the Assembly Hall.

Friday 11th March
Sports Dinner at 7.00pm in the Assembly Hall. 

Contact Ian Clapp on iclapp@reeds.surrey.sch.uk

Sunday 20th March
Music for Passiontide at 7.15pm in the School Chapel.

Tuesday 22nd March
Old Reedonians Hockey at 6pm at Reed’s School. 

Contact Sharmaine Matthews on 01932 589490 or 

smatthews@reeds.surrey.sch.uk

Please note these events and timings may be subject
to alteration; remember to check www.reeds.surrey.sch.uk  
for the most up-to-date information.

SAVE THE DATE!

Saturday 7th May 2016
Mercedes Benz World at Brooklands

will provide a unique and stylish 
setting for the 2016 May Ball 

Details to follow! 


